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Batman and Robin meet Rocky and Bullwinkle. Through a series of fun adventure stories, Laser

Moose, who can shoot lasers from his eyes, and his sidekick, Rabbit Boy, endeavor to save the

forest from looming threats.The forest is full of danger . . .Ã‚Â  but help is here. Meet Laser Moose

and Rabbit Boy, improbable pals who use their powersÃ¢â‚¬â€•laser vision and an unrelenting

sense of optimismÃ¢â‚¬â€•to fight the forces of evil. Join the dynamic duo as they battle aliens, a

mutant fish-bear, a cyborg porcupine, and a mechanical squirrel, learning along the way that looking

on the bright side might be just as powerful as shooting a laser. Ã‚Â  Get ready for hilarious,

action-packed, laser-powered adventures written and drawn by Doug Savage, creator of the popular

comic Savage Chickens. This is SavageÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first graphic novel.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s goofy, off-kilter fun, ideal for fans of shows like Adventure Time and Steven

Universe."Ã‚Â (Publisher's Weekly)Ã¢â‚¬Å“With rampant whimsy and cheerful silliness, expect this

to hit funny bones with laser accuracy.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã‚Â (Kirkus)"Middle grade readers who like their

sci-fi and superhero stories zany, crazy, and with lots of ironic humor will enjoy these

adventures."Ã‚Â (Kat Kan, Booklist)"Wry, accessible humor, often conveyed without text...and



bright, chipper colors hearken back to Sunday comics. It&#39;s an odd concept, but an irresistible

one; this is going to be a hit across a wide range of readers."Ã‚Â (The Bulletin of the Center for

Children's Books)"Big-hearted, dotty fun for kids from eight to 11 and pretty much everyone

else."Ã‚Â (The Georgia Straight)

Doug Savage is the creator of the popular comic Savage Chickens, which he has been drawing and

posting online every weekday since 2005. Born in rural Ontario and raised by a pack of wild piano

teachers, Doug currently lives in Vancouver with his partner Janet and their two cats, Watson and

Crumble.

Summary: Silly FunFrom the creator of the "Savage Chickens" webcomic comes an all-new

three-story graphic novel. The stories deliver on the absurd premise of a moose who shoots laser

beams from his eyes.The webcomic is, at most, a few panels on a single page. Books are longer,

multi-page affairs. I was worried that this book would be similar to a collection of Dilbert comics ---

only a collection of short jokes. My fears were unfounded. Savage makes a successful transition to

this new medium.(1) The strange but insightful humor of the webcomic is retained and remains

fresh(2) The art, plot, and dialog both flow well without appearing to be single-page gags(3) Splash

pages surprise the reader as pages are turned(4) The use of color is not overdone and does not

distractThis is definitely a comic book that can be enjoyed by both children and adults. I could cite

examples from the book or the webcomic, but that would not do the book justice and would only

spoil the fun.

Laser Moose is my favorite character from the Savage Chickens comic strips. This book includes

multiple stories and teaches the reader valuable lessons in dealing with toxic mutants and reflective

surfaces. One suspects that the protective power of antlers may be slightly overstated, although

without having had personal experience, how can one judge? I am eagerly looking forward to many

sequels and the ultimate defeat of evil woodland cybercreatures.

Awesome. So nice to see Doug continuing to develop his comics. I love supporting the "little guy."

Doug you have outdone yourself with this book! Well done sir! This is a fun romp about with a Laser

Moose and a rabbit that you will love. The art is great and the stories are even better.



This is a fun, silly adventure book about a moose with laser eyes that he uses to save others from

perilous situations. My 9 year-old grandson enjoyed it very much!

Granddaughter enjoys these stories

There is a moose that roams the woods: waiting, waiting, waiting. Lasers from his eyes, ice water in

his veins. This is not your father's gun-toting weapons-grade elk. This is LASER MOOSE! Laser

Moose will take you on the wildest ride. A ride in a convertible PT Cruiser with a modified Ferrari

engine! Then you'd have the looks and the power ... just like Laser Moose.There are great stories in

this here book and the characters got the best kind of dialogue that I like. I'm recommending this to

my book club and I think it would be a natural TV show on one of the more sophisticated networks

where you could show the laser moose laser (with his eye lasers) other evil creatures heads off

without fear of reprisal from a censor.

"Do you ever get tired of watching out for danger, Laser Moose?""Do you think danger ever gets

tired of being dangerous?"I read this first in our household, and then desperately wished I'd read it

aloud at storytime instead, so my son and I got to crack up together. But how could I have known it

would be so good?! He ended up loving it as much as I did. The friendship between Laser Moose

and Rabbit Boy is priceless. The Aqua-Bee-Bear is terrifying. Frank the deer carrying his leg around

is macabre but hilarious. I'm not sure what we'll do when we have to give back the library copy,

because if we only buy one, we'll be stealing it from each other.It's the kind of book that if you don't

think it's funny, you'll probably think it's really dumb, but good people can disagree. :)
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